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Thermionic Energy Conversion 
Based on Graphene van der Waals 
Heterostructures
Shi-Jun Liang1, Bo Liu2, Wei Hu3, Kun Zhou2 & L. K. Ang1

Seeking for thermoelectric (TE) materials with high figure of merit (or ZT), which can directly converts 
low-grade wasted heat (400 to 500 K) into electricity, has been a big challenge. Inspired by the concept 
of multilayer thermionic devices, we propose and design a solid-state thermionic devices (as a power 
generator or a refrigerator) in using van der Waals (vdW) heterostructure sandwiched between 
two graphene electrodes, to achieve high energy conversion efficiency in the temperature range of 
400 to 500 K. The vdW heterostructure is composed of suitable multiple layers of transition metal 
dichalcogenides (TMDs), such as MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2. From our calculations, WSe2 and MoSe2 
are identified as two ideal TMDs (using the reported experimental material’s properties), which can 
harvest waste heat at 400 K with efficiencies about 7% to 8%. To our best knowledge, this design is the 
first in combining the advantages of graphene electrodes and TMDs to function as a thermionic-based 
device.

The most common approach to harvest the waste heat to generate electricity is thermoelectrics (TE), which is 
based on the Seebeck effect (see Table 1). The performance of TE-based devices is characterized by the figure of 
merit (ZT), given by ref. 1
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where α, T, κl, μ, n, and e are, respectively, the Seebeck coefficient, absolute mean temperature, lattice thermal 
conductivity, carrier mobility, carrier density and electron charge. Here, L is defined as the Lorenz number equal 
to 2.44 ×  10−8 WΩ K−2. This formula has recently been redefined to solve the inconsistence between theoretical 
predication and experimental measurement2. Before the 1990s, the progress of improving ZT had been slow 
and the best TE material was Bi2Te3 alloys with ZT ≈  1.0 at 300 K3. To increase ZT, many new approaches have 
been proposed4,5, such as fabricating low-dimensional thermoelectric structures to increase large density of state, 
engineering the interface of materials to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity, and modulating dopants to 
increase carrier mobility. Subsequently, further improvements include ZT =  2.4 at 300 K for p-type Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 
superlattice6, and ZT =  3 at 550 K for Bi-doped n-type PbSeTe/PbTe quantum-dot superlattice7. A prospective of 
nanostructured TE materials can be found in a review paper8. For practical applications, other issue such as size, 
maintenance and fast response time must also be considered even if high-efficiency TE materials are found ref. 1.

Recent interests in using two-dimensional (2D) transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) as new TE materials 
have attracted extensive attention9,10 due to high Seebeck coefficient offered by these 2D TMDs: a bilayer MoS2 
gives α2σ =  8.5 mW/m/K2 9. If this MoS2-based TE material is able to realize the calculated thermal conductivity 
of κ ≈  1.55 W/m/K11, we will have ZT =  1.6, which corresponds to an efficiency of about 6.5% in harvesting waste 
heat at Th (hot side) =  400 K and Tc (cold side) =  300 K [according to Eq. (1)].

For high temperature range, the more viable approach is based on thermionic energy convertor (TIC), which 
was first proposed by G. N. Hatsopoulos12. Due to the high work function of the metallic electrode, however TIC 
is limited to high-temperature operation above 1500 K. A potential method to harvest waste energy at 900 K was 
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recently proposed by using a suspended monolayer graphene as cathode to provide an efficiency of higher than 
40%13. This improvement is attributed to the new thermionic law given by J(φ, T, EF) =  A* ×  T3 ×  exp[− 
(eφ −  EF)/kBT], where π= = .⁎A ek v/ 0 01158B f

3 3 2  A/cm2/K3, vf is the Fermi velocity, EF is the Fermi level, and φ is 
the barrier height at zero bias. Note that the new scaling has been compared well with a recent experiment14. For 
the wasted heat generated in the industrial or domestic process, low-grade heat (around 400 K to 500 K) is distrib-
uted more everywhere. developing an efficient approach remains a great challenge so far.

In this paper, we propose a high-efficiency solid-state thermionic device by using van der Waals (vdW) het-
erostructure15 composed of 2D TMDs (MoS2, MoSe2, WS2, and WSe2) and graphene electrodes. By taking the 
advantage of the ultralow cross-plane thermal conductance of the 2D materials and the new thermionic emis-
sion over the Schottky barrier (SB) contact between the graphene and 2D materials (tunable via gate voltage or 
chemical doping), we predict that it is possible to realize high-efficiency power generation and refrigeration at the 
temperature of 300 K to 500 K, which may be better than (or at least comparable to) the traditional TE devices. 
Note that the concept of using multi-layers or superlattices in the thermionic devices was first suggested by two 
groups (Shakouri and Mahan) in late 1990s16,17. The performance of their proposed single-junction thermionic 
device was predicted to be better than the TE device using the same lnGaAs/lnAlAs material18. For simplicity, we 
will ignore the effect of non-conservation of lateral momentum in the thermionic emission18,19 in this paper. This 
is justified by the facts that Schottky barrier height is planar and homogenous at the interface between graphene 
and Transition metal dichalcogenide20.

With the current advances in growing graphene and TMDs, the proposed vdW heterostructures such as Gr/
TMDs/Gr (Gr is the monolayer graphene) can be assembled experimentally15,21–26. For different 2D TMDs (MoS2, 
MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2), the cross-plane thermal conductivity κ was measured to be very low: κ =  0.05 W/m/K 
for disordered WSe2

27, κ =  0.0084 to 0.3 W/m/K for MoS2, WS2 and WSe2
28, and κ =  0.085 W/m/K for 

10 nm-thickness of WSe2 synthesized via Se-O exchange29. Due to their low cross-plane thermal conductivity, 
these 2D materials may seem to be good TE materials, but having very low electrical mobility30 will also offset 
the increment due to low thermal conductivity. Thus the thermionic emission-based (or TIC) method may be 
a better approach than TE method, if the ballistic transport31 within the structure can be ensured by choosing a 
suitable thickness (to avoid collisions) and an optimal barrier height (to have high-current injection). Note that 
this ballistic assumption is very commonplace in the previous studies of thermionic emission based on the tra-
ditional Superlattices structure17,18,32. In the conventional superlattices, the thickness is usually larger then 1 μm. 
Compared with the conventional suplattices structure, the van der waals heterostructure made of graphene and 
TMDs considered in our paper is far less than 1 μm in thickness of cross-plane direction. Therefore the ballistic 
assumption in the cross-plane is justified. Note that Gr/h-BN/Gr heterostructures device33 has been fabricated to 
study the thermoelectric transport properties, but the measured low ZT calls for further effort to identify the most 
ideal sandwiched material and optimized parameters of devices to achieve the goal of high-efficiency thermal 
energy conversion. In our work presented here, we theoretically identify two materials WSe2 and MoSe2, together 
with employing Molecular dynamics simulations and ab initio calculations. we hope that these two identified 
candidates materials can further motivate experimentalist to explore the feasibility of achieving high-efficiency 
thermal energy harvesting system based on thermionic emission mechanism in using other 2D materials assem-
bled in a vdW heterostructure.

Figure 1 illustrates the proposed vdW heterostructure-based thermionic device with two monolayers 
graphene as top and bottom layers, and N-layers of 2D TMDs materials of thickness d between two graphene 
layers. This configuration is similar to the recently-reported Gr/phosphorene/Gr34 and Gr/h-BN/Gr sandwich 
structure33. The device can be either a power generator or refrigerator depending on the direction of the current 
flow. For power generation, electron flow is from the hot electrode at temperature Th to the cold electrode at 
temperature Tc.

If a 2D material with suitable thickness d and low cross-plane thermal conductivity κ is used as the vdW 
heterostruture, our calculations show that TIC device may offer higher efficiency as compared to the existing 
TE devices operating at low-grade temperature (400 to 500 K). As a power generator, it can harvest waste heat at 
400 K with about 8% efficiency using the reported experimental properties of the 2D materials.

For refrigeration at 260 K, the efficiency can be more than 40% of the Carnot efficiency. According to our 
model, the thickness of the layer must be in the intermediate range in order to reach high efficiency. For few lay-
ers, electron tunneling process will be dominant over the over-barrier thermionic emission which will reduce the 
efficiency35. For larger values of d, it will induce a large cross-plane thermal conductivity κ; and also makes the 
assumption of ballistic electron transport within the layers no longer valid.

System d [nm] κ for [W/m/K] Experiment SBH [V] TR [K] Optimal SBH [V] Max ηg [%]

G/MoS2 50 0.3 0 to 0.11 847 0 3.15

G/WS2 50 0.2125 0 to 0.37 758 0 3.93

G/MoSe2 70 0.089 0 to 0.4 501 0.005 7.28

G/WSe2 62 0.048 0 to 0.44 428 0.02 8.56

Table 1.  The designed parameters: TR, optimal effective barrier height φ′ and the calculated efficiency 
ηg of the proposed power generator operating at Th = 400 K and Tc = 300 K based on the experimentally-
measured cross-plane thermal conductivity of different TMDs materials at the temperature of 300 K [See 
S2: Supplementary materials]: (a) 50-nm of Gr/MoS2/Gr28, (b) 50-nm of Gr/WS2/Gr28, (c) 70-nm of Gr/
MoSe2/Gr27,39 and (d) 62-nm of Gr/WSe2Gr/27,39.
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For a given voltage of V, the electrical current density (Je) and the thermal current density (JQ) being trans-
ported across the electrodes are, respectively,
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Here, φ= − ′⁎J A T e k Texp[ ( )/ ]c c B c
3 13 is the thermionic current density emitted from the cold graphene elec-

trode at temperature Tc over an effective Schottky barrier height of φ′  formed at the interface between the vdW 
structure and the graphene electrode. Similarly, we have φ= − ′⁎J A T e k Texp[ ( )/ ]h h B h

3  for the thermionic current 
density emitted from the hot graphene electrode at temperature Th. Due to the unique properties of graphene in 
tuning its Fermi energy via bias voltage or chemical doping, the effective barrier is defined as φ′  =  φ −  EF/e, where 
φ is the value at zero bias with an intrinsic Fermi level.

As already pointed out by previous work13,36, traditional vacuum thermionic converter cannot operate near 
room temperature due to the high vacuum work function (around 4.51 eV) of graphene. To operate at room 
temperature, the work function is required to be below 0.34 eV36, which can be attainable in the graphene/TMDs 
heterostructure. In Fig. 2, we present the verification (in comparison with experimental results) of the revised 
thermionic emission law13 is valid in describing the electron flow over the Schottky barrier of graphene/TMDs 
contact for graphene/MoSe2 (44 layers) contact24 with a reported barrier height of φ′  =  0.2 V (best fit). The cal-
culated value of ln(J/T 3) has an excellent agreement with experiment24 from 1000/T (about T =  250 to 300 K) as 
shown in Fig. 2a. The agreement with experiment indicates that our thermionic emission model can be good 
enough to describe the carrier’s transport across the Vdw heterostructure.

Figure 1. A novel design of solid-state vdW heterostructure-based thermionic devices. This structure 
is composed of multilayers of 2D TMDs material (such as MoS2, WS2, MoSe2 and WSe2) with thickness d 
sandwiched between two graphene electrodes. The top graphene electrode is attached to a heat source at 
temperature Th and the bottom one is maintained at room temperature (Tc =  300 K) when functioning as a 
power generator. The electrons (or holes) are thermally-excited and ballistically transported over the Schottky 
barrier formed at the interface between the graphene electrodes and 2D vdW structure. As a refrigerator, 
the cold side is reduced to Tc =  260 K through removing the high-energy electrons or holes in the graphene 
electrode and the heat is carried by the hot electrons (holes) to the hot electrode biased at room temperature 
Th =  300 K.

Figure 2. (a) The comparison of the thermionic current for a Gr/MoSe2 contact between the calculation and 
experiment results24: ln(J/T 3) as a function of 1000/T with an effective barrier height of φ′  =  0.2 V for 44 layers 
of MoSe2. (b) Schottky barrier height (φ′ ) [left y-axis] of graphene/MoSe2 contact decreases with increasing 
layer number of MoSe2, which is calculated37 based on the conduction band edge of MoSe2 [right y-axis].
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A prior first-principles calculation37 has also indicated that the conduction band edge of MoSe2 will reduce 
with increasing layer number (black line with black symbols in Fig. 2b). As a result, the Schottky barrier height 
decreases from 0.614 to 0.38 volt as the layer number increases from one layer to eight layers (red line with sym-
bols) as shown in Fig. 2b. The trend of change in Schottky barrier height with increasing layer number is con-
sistent with previous experiment24, which reports that the Schottky barrier height between graphene and MoSe2 
becomes saturable with larger than 50 MoSe2 layers. Based on the experiment facts and first-principle calculation, 
it is reasonable to believe that the Schottky barrier height can be reduced down to around 0.2 volt when the layer 
number increases up to 44 layers. For completeness, the band structure of other contacts between graphene and 
one layer of TMDs materials (MoS2, WS2 and WSe2) can be found in the Supplementary materials (see S3).

In Eq. (3), the 3kBT term measures the average heat energy per emitted electron, which is obtained through the 
internal energy of electron in graphene associated with one degree of freedom, = Ξ( )U k TB

dln k
dT

2 ( ( ) ) , with Ξ (k) 
being the partition function. In the last term of Eq. (3), R is the thermal resistance including all the contributions 
due to interface (between graphene and TMDs, and different layers within TMDs), barrier layers and electrode. 
We will only consider thermal conductance due to TMDs and limit our study to multi-layers TMDs, as the molec-
ular dynamics simulation (see discussions section) shows that the contribution from the interface between 
graphene and TMDs and electrode is small, as compared to the resistance due to TMDs itself. For simplicity and 
a conservative estimation, we use R =  d/κ in Eq. (3). Including other effects will increase the efficiency predicted 
in this paper. By defining the average temperature as T =  (Th +  Tc)/2, and the temperature difference as 
δT =  Th −  Tc, we calculate Je as the thermionic emitted current density at the mean temperature T. In the limit of 
δ T T  and eV k TB , Eqs (2) and (3) become
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temperature-like parameter TR to characterize the performance of the device (together with the effective barrier 
height, φ′ ), where TR is proportional to (κ/d)1/3 or inversely proportional to the barrier resistance, R−1/3. 
Numerically, we have TR [K] =  4666 ×  (κ/d)1/3 for κ [W/m/K] and d [nm].

The experimental verification of our model proposed in this work closely depends on the design of Gr/TMDs/Gr.  
In this paragraph, we will briefly state that our design of Gr/TMDs/Gr can be easily realized by using the current 
capability in fabrication of vdW heterostructure by many different research groups22–24. For example, Gr/WSe2/
Gr had been fabricated ranging from d =  2.2 nm (3 layers of WSe2) to 40 nm22. Similarly, we have d =  50 nm and 
d =  9 to 50 nm, respectively, for Gr/MoS2/Gr23, and for Gr/MoSe2/Gr24. The combination of more than one type of 
TMDs materials is also possible, such as Gr/MoS2/WSe2/Gr38. Thus we have used some of reported experimental 
parameters to illustrate the performance of our design in harvesting waste heat at 400 K as shown below.

Results
Refrigerator. For the device to operate as a refrigerator, it require JQ >  0, which poses a condition of 

δ>
α β+ +

k TeV
B3

 in Eq. (5). The cooling efficiency is calculated by η =  JQ/(Je ×  V) and its maximum efficiency 
(ηmax) is obtained by taking first derivative with respect to V, which gives
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The variables α and β are functions of φ′  and TR. The term T/δT is approximately regarded as the Carnot effi-
ciency. In Fig. 3, we plot the maximum cooling efficiency ηmax (in terms of the Carnot efficiency) at Tc =  260 K as 
a function of effection barrier height φ′  =  0 to 0.5 volt for various TR =  500 K down to 10 K at Th =  300 K (solid 
lines) and 350 K (dashed lines). It is clear that the cooling efficiency increases with smaller TR as expected. For a 
given TR, the maximal efficiency can be achieved by tuning the effective barrier height φ′ . The tuning range will 
become wider for higher temperature (e.g. Th =  350 K) as compared to Th =  300 K. In the limit of TR =  0, we have 
γ =  0, β =

α+
2

3
, and Eq. (6) becomes η δ α α= + + + +T T/( / ) 1/( 1 2/( 3) 2/( 3) )max

2 2 2, which depends 
only on α (or φ′ ).

With few reported values of the cross-plane thermal conductivity for vdW heterostructure, we use two 
measurements (at 300 K)27,39 to illustrate the realistic cooling efficiency of our design. For Gr/WSe2/Gr with 
d =  62 nm and κ =  0.048 W/m/K, we have TR =  425 K and our design predicts a cooling efficiency of 26.11% of 
the Carnot efficiency with an optimal barrier φ′  ≈  0 (Ohmic contact). For Gr/MoSe2/Gr with d =  70 nm and 
κ =  0.0847 W/m/K, we have TR =  496 K and the cooling efficiency is 21.94% of the Carnot efficiency with an 
ohmic contact too. If the TR can be engineered to be less than 300 K, the maximum efficiency will occur at some 
optimal values of φ′  =  0.05 to 0.3 volt, which are also within the current tunable range for Gr/WSe2 and Gr/MoSe2 
contacts24,40.

For practical TE-based coolers used in various applications (e.g. air-conditioned car seats, and semiconductor 
laser cooling), the efficiency is less than 15% of the Carnot efficiency41. With the highest reported value of 
ZT =  2.4 for Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 superlattice structure6, the efficiency will become 31.1% of the Carnot efficiency at the 
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same temperature studied here. For practical applications, the refrigerator has to pump a heat flux of a few hun-
dreds W/cm2. For our design, the pumped heat current is estimated by φ≈ ′ − ×J A T T T3 ( )Q G c h c

2   
φ− ′e k Texp( / )B c  where AG =  0.01158 A/cm2/K3. At Tc =  260 K, Th =  300 K, and φ′  =  0.05 volt, the estimated cool-

ing power is up to 500 W/cm2, which is larger than those of thin-film Bi2Te3-superlattice thermoelectric cooling 
devices42. At higher range of T =  400 to 500 K, our design will give about 1.7 to 3 kW/cm2.

Power generator. When the current flow is from hot side to cold side (e.g. Th =  400 K and Tc =  300 K). the 
device will behave as a power generator. This current flow via an external circuit is then extracted as the power 
output by harvesting the thermal energy from the heated graphene electrode (hot side). The maximal value of the 
power generation efficiency is calculated by

η δ α β β α= × + + − + .T T/ ( 3 ) /( 3) (7)g
2

The calculated results are plotted in Fig. 4 as a function of φ′  for TR =  500 K down to 10 K at a fixed Tc =  300 K 
for two heat sources: Th =  400 K (solid lines) and 500 K (dashed lines). At Th =  400 K, the efficiency is from about 
8% to 20% for TR =  500 K down to 10 K. Assuming κ =  0.08 W/m/K and d =  89 nm, this corresponds to TR =  450 K 
and ηg is about 8% (with φ′  ≈  0), which is comparable to or better than some of highly-efficient thermal harvesting 
devices, such as (a) a two-layer WSe2 TE-based device (ZT =  1.6) having a maximum efficiency of 6.5%9, (b) an 
electrochemical system for harvesting low-grade waste heat energy (< 100 °C) with efficiency less than 8%43, and 
(c) a theoretical efficiency of 8% for ZT =  2.4 TE material at 400 K1. Note that the efficiency for a power generator 

Figure 3. The maximum cooling efficiency ηmax (in terms of the Carnot efficiency) as a function of barrier 
height φ′ at Tc = 260 K for Th = 300 K (solid lines) and 350 K (dashed lines) from TR [K] = 500, 400, 300, 200, 
100, 50 and 10 (according to the arrow direction). 

Figure 4. The power generation efficiency ηg as a function of barrier height φ′ at Tc = 300 K for Th = 400 K 
(solid lines) and 500 K (dashed lines) from TR [K] = 500, 400, 300, 200, 100, 50 and 10 (according to the 
arrow direction). 
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is very sensitive to heat source temperature. When Th is increased from 400 K (solid lines) to 500 K (dash lines), 
the efficiency increases by a factor of about 2 as shown in Fig. 4.

Based on the available experimental data27,28,39, we calculate (see Table 1) the efficiencies of harvesting heat at 
400 K (cold side is kept at 300 K) for some practical design parameters: (a) Gr/MoS2/Gr with d =  50 nm, (b) Gr/
WS2/Gr with d =  50 nm, (c) Gr/MoSe2/Gr with d =  70 nm, and (d) Gr/WSe2/Gr with d =  62 nm. The table shows 
that the operating range of TR is from 850 K down to 428 K, with efficiency from 3.15% to 8.56%. The efficiency for 
both Gr/MoSe2/Gr and Gr/WSe2/Gr is about 7% to 8%, which is better than 3% to 4% generated by Gr/MoS2/Gr  
and Gr/WS2/Gr. Note that we only use Th =  400 K as an example in the table. For other heat source temperatures 
Th (with Tc =  300 K), the efficiency of the energy harvesting using these common vdW heterostructures can be 
estimated based on the fitted equation determining the cross-plane thermal conductivity as a function of tem-
perature by κ =  a +  bT +  cT 2 +  dT 3. where a, b, c and d are the fitting parameters, and they can be found in the 
Supplementary materials (see S2).

Discussions
In our model, the tunneling of low-energy electrons through the Schottky barrier at the interface will become 
important if the width of the barrier is small35. This consideration imposes a lower limit to the layer thickness d in 
our design to ensure that the injection of the electrons from the graphene electrode across the barrier is governed 
by the over-barrier process (thermionic emission) as assumed in the model. This minimal d may be estimated by 
using φ≈ ′ ⁎d e k T m/8min B

2 2 2 , with m* being the effective electron mass of the barrier layers44, which gives 
0.845me, 0.776me, 0.665me 0.643me, respectively, for MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2. For Gr/WS2/Gr, it was reported 
that thermionic emission will be dominant for 5 layers or more35. For Gr/WSe2/Gr and Gr/MoSe2/Gr, the mini-
mal thickness is estimated to be, respectively 5 and 4 nm based on Simmons model45.

For few-layer TMDs (MoS2, MoSe2 WS2 and WSe2), their cross-plane lattice thermal conductivity is very small 
compared to traditional TE materials, which is in the range of 0.01 to 0.1 W/m/K due to the localized lattice vibra-
tions or the disorder within the TMDs27–29,39. It was claimed that the reduction is also valid for other reassembled 
TMDs27, and thus considering d =  50 nm and κ =  0.01 W/m/K, we have TR around 272.6 K, which implies that it 
is positive to realize the calculated efficiencies of about 10% in harvesting waste heat at 400 K or 20% at 500 K as 
shown in Fig. 4 for TR =  300 K.

As TR scales as (κ/d)1/3, to further reduce TR down to 100 K or even 10 K, the lattice cross-plane thermal con-
ductivity κ must be reduced for a fixed thickness d. Further reducing d will not help as it will also promote the 
unwanted tunneling effect mentioned above. Thus, we conclude that our design will require vdW structure with 
low cross-plane thermal conductivity and reasonable thickness to function as a high-efficiency solid state ther-
mionic device. A recent work for WSe2

46 may have presented such a solution in increasing spacing of the layers, 
and stacking disorder, and it is possible have a further reduction in the cross-plane lattice thermal conductivity 
without reducing d. Another method to reduce the cross-plane thermal conductivity is by using superlattice com-
posed of WSe2 and MoSe2. We speculate that a precise control of superlattice period thickness will be able to lead 
to a much lower cross-plane thermal conductivity together with fine-engineering thermal boundary resistance 
between different layers. If such extremely low cross-plane thermal conductivity can be realized experimentally, 
it is possible to have very high efficiency energy harvesting as indicated in Fig. 4.

As mentioned before, the interface resistance between graphene and the TMDs has been neglected in our 
model. To justify this assumption, a Molecular dynamics simulation has been done. The simulation details can 
be found in the section of Method and Supplementary Materials (see S1). In Fig. 5a, multiple layers of MoSe2 
(or WSe2) are sandwiched by few-layers graphene with three layers on top and three at the bottom. The temper-
ature distribution along the cross-plane direction of the hybrid multilayer structure, with an imposed heat flux 
JQ =  0.5 GW/m2 on the top graphene layer, is demonstrated in Fig. 5b. Note that small temperature drops near 
the heat source and heat sink are mainly induced by the artificial temperature control. From Fig. 5b, we see large 
temperature reduction Δ T1 =  30 K and Δ T2 =  34 K occurring at the two interfaces between graphene and MoSe2, 
respectively at the interface between layers 3 and 4, and also between layers 11 and 12. In comparison, the total 
temperature drop is about 2.8 K per layer for the eight layers of MoSe2 (one order of magnitude lower). The ther-
mal conductance (or Kapitza conductance) for these two interfaces is about G =  J/Δ T =  16.56 and 14.59 MW/
m2/K, respectively. Note that the difference of G at the upper and the lower interface can be attributed to the tem-
perature dependence of G47,48. These two values are larger than the cross-plane thermal conductance of a few-layer 
MoSe2 by one to two orders of magnitude using the experiment data39. Similar calculation has been repeated for 
WSe2, which shows similar results (not shown). In Fig. 5c, we show that the interface thermal conductance for 
WSe2 and MoSe2 is almost independent of the numbers of layers, and the average value is about G =  16.7 MW/
m2/K for Gr/MoSe2/Gr and 17.12 MW/m2/K for Gr/WSe2/Gr. Surprisingly, we find that our calculated interface 
conductance across graphene and MoSe2 interface is very close to 25 MW/m2/K measured for graphene contact 
interface48. From these findings, it is important to note that it is valid to consider the layer’s resistance due to 2D 
TMDs in this paper as the first approximation. Subsequent improvement can be pursued through comparison 
with experimental verification (from other groups) on our calculated efficiency shown in Table 1 below. It is 
worth to mention that the calculated temperature gradient (around 50 K) across eight layers of MoSe2 (or WSe2) 
is consistent with the previous experiment33. So it is reasonable to believe that more significant temperature gra-
dient across more layers of MoSe2 (or WSe2) can be established. Compared with larger temperature drop across 
Gr/TMDs/Gr structure, the little temperature drop across Graphene layers can be ignored. In other words, the 
cross-plane thermal conductivity of graphene layers is much higher than that of TMDs. Therefore solid thermi-
onic converter based on Gr/TMDs/Gr structure has better performance than pure graphene layers (Gr/Gr/Gr). 
In the Table 1, we study some well-known TMDs (MoS2, MoSe2, WS2 and WSe2) using the reported experimental 
parameters, it is found that MoSe2 and WSe2 are better candidates. They are able to harvest waste heat at 400 K 
with about 7% to 8% in efficiency. To further increase the efficiency of a power generator, the current model can 
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be also extended to include the contribution from solar energy and other thermal effects49–51. As a refrigerator, the 
cooling efficiency is about 0.22 to 0.26 of the Carnot efficiency for a temperature difference of 40 K between 260 
and 300 K. Note that the effects of finite electrical conductivity and thermal conductivity in the lateral direction 
on the proposed device’s performance are not yet considered. The treatment of full model requires solving the 
coupling of Schrodinger and Dirac system, which is beyond the scope of this paper.

Similar to conventional TE devices, thermionic devices have lot of advantages, such as no moving parts, no 
noise, high reliability, long service time and so on. These features enables many possible applications for thermi-
onic power generation and thermionic cooling. The most promising application for TIC is wasted heat recovery 
from vehicles to improve fuel economy. Other potential applications include harvesting industrial waste heat (e.g. 
steel rolling mill, cement, glass manufacture plant, etc.) and domestic heat (e.g. water heater). for electricity or 
charging batteries. While for thermionic cooling, most possible application is on-chip cooling of nanoelectronics 
devices. But the application can be extended to integrate with targeted devices to maintain the low-temperature 
environment for semiconductor laser, medical and scientific equipments. Finally, the vertical transport of charge 
transport at the graphene-semiconductor interface remains interesting. Modified Schottky models have been for-
mulated to study the inhomogeneous of Schottky barrier at the interface52 and also the smooth transition between 
the T3 and T2 temperature scaling53.

Methods
The interlayer distances between the graphene and MoSe2 (or WSe2) are set to 3.35 Å which is interlayer distance 
of bulk graphite. The interlayer distance between the MoSe2 (or WSe2) layers is 3.11 Å (or 3.14 Å) according 
to previous first-principle calculation54. The in-plane dimensions of the layer considered here are 69 Å ×  70 Å. 
Periodic boundary conditions are applied along the in-plane directions and free boundary conditions are applied 
along the cross-plane direction of heterostructure. In the simulation, the initial configuration is equilibrated 
by using the constant volume and temperature (NVT) ensemble at a temperature T for 50 ps with a time step  
Δ t =  0.5 fs. Upon realization of the equilibrium state, the system is switched to the constant volume and energy 
(NVE) ensemble to maintain the energy conservation condition. A constant heat flux is then imposed into the 
system at each time step by adding a small amount of heat Δ ε into the upmost graphene layer (layer 1). In doing 
so, we reduce the same amount of energy from the graphene layer at the bottom (layer 14). The simulation is 
conducted until a stable temperature gradient is established along the heat flux direction. For a hybrid system 
consisting of different interfaces, a temperature drop Δ Tln at the interface is usually developed, which gives a 
measurement of the interface thermal conductance or the Kapitza conductance G =  J/Δ Tln, where J =  Δ ε/AΔ t 
with A denoting the cross-section area.

Figure 5. (a) Molecular dynamics model of interface thermal conductance of Gr/MoSe2/Gr. (b) The 
temperature distribution across the Gr/MoSe2/Gr vdW structure. Dotted lines are drawn to indicate the number 
of layers. (c) The interface thermal conductance (or Kapitza conductance) for Gr/MoSe2/Gr and Gr/WSe2/Gr as 
a function of the number of layers.
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